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This presentation contains statements that, to the extent that they are not historical fact, may constitute “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable securities legislation. Any statements that 
express or involve discussions with respect to predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, assumptions or future events or performance (often, but not always using words or phrases such 
as “may”, “would”, “could”, “will”, “likely”, “except”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “intend”, “plan”, “forecast”, “project”, “estimate”, “propose”, “outlook”, and other similar expressions, or stating that certain actions, events or 
results may, could, would, might or will occur or be taken or achieved) are not statements of historical fact and may be forward-looking information. Forward-looking information in this presentation includes, 
but is not limited to, information concerning the plans and objectives of management for future exploration and operations on the Company’s projects; timing, type and amount of future exploration activities; 
results of future exploration and operations, including any drilling, assay and sampling results; advancement of the Company’s projects; declaration of a mineral resource estimate in the future; potential 
expansion of mineralization; work plans and exploration programs to be conducted; and any other information contained herein that is not a statement of historical fact.

Forward-looking information is based on management’s reasonable estimates, expectations, analyses and opinions at the date the information is provided, and is based on a number of assumptions and 
subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking information. Assumptions upon which 
such forward-looking information are based include, without limitation, that all required shareholder, regulatory and third-party consents, will be obtained; no significant event occurring outside the ordinary 
course of business; the legislative and regulatory environment; impact of increasing competition; current technological trends; price of gold and other metals; costs of exploration and development; anticipated 
results of exploration and development activities; the ability to operate in a safe and effective manner; and the ability to obtain financing on reasonable terms. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list is not 
exhaustive. Further, the aforementioned assumptions may be affected by the negative disruptive effect of the novel coronavirus (“COVID-19”) pandemic, which has resulted in a widespread health crisis that has 
already affected the economies and financial markets of many countries around the world. The international response to the spread of COVID-19 has led to significant restrictions on travel; temporary business 
closures; quarantines; global stock market and financial market volatility; a general reduction in consumer activity; operating, supply chain and project development delays and disruptions; and declining trade 
and market sentiment, all of which have and could further affect commodity prices, interest rates, credit ratings and credit risk. The continuing and additional business interruptions, expenses and delays 
relating to COVID-19, could have a material adverse impact on the Company’s plans, operations, financial condition and the market for its securities; however, as at the date of this presentation, such cannot be 
reasonably estimated.

The Company’s actual results, programs and financial position could differ materially from those anticipated in such forward-looking information as a result of numerous factors, risks and uncertainties, many of 
which are beyond the Company’s control.  These include, but are not limited to, delays in obtaining any required shareholder, governmental and regulatory approvals; legislative changes that impact mining 
operations in which the Company conducts business; results of exploration activities and development of mineral properties; interpretation of drilling results and other geological data; uncertainties of mineral 
resource estimations; receipt and security of mineral property titles; changes in project parameters; possible variations of mineral grade or recovery rates; failure of plant, equipment or processes to operate as 
anticipated; accidents; labour disputes; the inability to obtain key personnel and parts related to operations; receipt of licenses to conduct mining activities; country risks; civil unrest; timing and possible 
outcome of pending litigation; liabilities and risks, including environmental liabilities and risks, inherent in the development and production of the Company’s projects; cost overruns or unanticipated costs and 
expenses; the availability of funds; fluctuations in metal prices; currency fluctuations; general market and industry conditions; competition; and COVID-19. There is no assurance that forward-looking information 
will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such information. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on this information. The 
Company does not undertake to update any forward-looking information, except as, and to the extent required by, applicable securities laws.

Technical Reports: For additional information regarding the Dorado Property, see the technical report entitled "NI 43-101 Technical Report on the Dorado Project (Formerly Lajitas)”, dated October 23, 
2020,available on the Company's SEDAR profile (the "Dorado Technical Report"). For additional information regarding the Uchi Property, see the technical report entitled "Technical Report on the South Bay – 
Uchi Property”, dated September 28, 2020 ,available on the Company's SEDAR profile.
Qualified Person
Kenneth Coleman, CPG, Exploration Manager, North America and  a Qualified Person in accordance with National Instrument 43- 101, is responsible for supervising the exploration programs at the Company’s 
projects and has reviewed and approved the technical information contained in this presentation.

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
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Historical Resource Results - Hope Butte
* Source of historical drill results and resource: Hope Butte Project, Chevron Resources Company, 1989, calculated for the North and Central  Zones using sectional ore boundaries using a 0.514  g/t Au cutoff. The resources for the Hope Butte 
property are historic in nature, and though they can be demonstrated to have used industry standard practices at the time to calculate the resource, records are fragmented and the resource should not be relied upon. A “qualified person” (as 
defined in NI 43-101) has not yet undertaken sufficient work to classify the historical estimate as current mineral resources and the Company is not treating the historical as current mineral resources. This estimate does not use the categories set out 
in sections 1.2 and 1.3 of NI 43-101 as defined by the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM). Drilling to date has not delineated the full extents of the mineralized zones nor has it tested the potential for vein-hosted 
mineralization at depth. Significant data compilation, re-drilling, re-sampling and data verification may be required by a Qualified Person before the historic resources can be verified and upgraded to current resources.

Historical Resource Results - Iron Butte
* Source: Cleath, R, December 15, 2010, calculated for the Red Ridge and North Zone using sectional ore boundaries using a 0.3 g/t Au cutoff. The resources for the Iron Butte Project are a historical estimate. A “qualified person” (as defined in NI 
43-101) has not yet undertaken sufficient work to classify the historical estimate as current mineral resources and the Company is not treating the historical estimate as current mineral resources. This estimate does not use the categories set out in 
sections 1.2 and 1.3 of NI 43-101 as defined by the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM). Drilling to date has not delineated the full extents of the mineralized zones nor has it tested the potential for sediment-hosted 
mineralization at depth. Significant data compilation, re-drilling, re-sampling and data verification may be required by a Qualified Person before the historic resources can be verified and upgraded to current resources.

Historical Resource Results - Dorado
* Source: Dorado, Cole, B. P.Geo. Technical Report for Capella Resources Ltd, August 17, 2011. The resources for the Dorado Project are a historical estimate. While the estimate uses the categories set out in sections 1.2 and 1.3 of NI 43-101 as 
defined by the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (CIM). set out in NI 43-101, a “qualified person” (as defined in NI 43-101) has not yet undertaken sufficient work to classify the historical estimate as current mineral resources and 
the Company is not treating the historical as current mineral resources. In order to convert the historical estimate to current mineral resources, it is recommended to complete the work summarized in the Dorado Technical Report.

HISTORICAL RESOURCES
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YOUR ANGOLD 
INVESTMENT
Targeting and growing assets 
with +1 Moz Au potential
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Angold’s strategy is to realize immediate value 
opportunities by leveraging past investment on 
historic resources. Our portfolio is distributed 
across multiple jurisdictions, in North and South 
America in the premier gold regions of the 
Americas - Red Lake, Western USA and Chile - 
with a clear path to 100% ownership and growth.

55

- Adrian Rothwell, CEO
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WELL ROUNDED
Focus on long term value 
creation over multiple business 
cycles

6

INVESTMENT THESIS

Acquire high quality resources 
with demonstrated expansion 
opportunities

Build on existing resources with 
modern technology and drilling

Reduce risk across multiple 
projects at different stages in 
multiple jurisdictions
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ANGOLD TEAM

ADRIAN ROTHWELL
President/CEO/Director
+25 years in mining industry founding, funding, operating and selling 
multiple exploration & mining companies; Director of Fireweed Zinc Ltd; 
Founder &  former director of Kore Mining Ltd; Former Goldcorp 
executive.

GAVIN COOPER
CFO/Secretary
Chartered Professional Accountant experienced in all aspects of 
corporate & financial management; Director/CFO, Nevafo Capital Corp, 
Gold Bull Resources Corp, Kutcho Copper Corp and District Metals

GUILLERMO PERALTA
Sr Exploration Manager, South America
Geologist with 15 years experience in Chile, Argentina & Ecuador, 
extensive experience in porphyry & epithermal systems, part of the 
discovery team on Cerro Negro & worked on Fruta del Norte, Lobo-Marte 
& others

KEN COLEMAN
Sr Exploration Manager, North America
Geologist with 18 years experience including US Gold Corp, Barrick Gold, 
Battle Mountain Gold consultant, Comstock Mining Inc and Victoria 
Resources

GALEN MCNAMARA
Chairman of the Board
Entrepreneur & Geologist with +15 years’ discovery & capital markets 
experience, Co-winner 2018 PDAC Bill Dennis “Prospector of the Year” 
award & 2016 Mines & Money Exploration Award; CEO & Director of Summa 
Silver Corp.

BRANDON BONIFACIO
Director, Chair Audit Committee
Mining executive with +10 years M&A & project development experience; 
Former Director, Finance for Norte Abierto JV (Cerro Casale/Caspiche) 
Goldcorp & Director, Corporate Development, Goldcorp.

RONY ZIMERMAN
Director, Chair Compensation Committee
Natural resources attorney, qualified in Chile & Canada; 15 year partner at 
major Chilean law firm; Ranked in Who’s Who Mining Legal 500 Best 
Lawyers & Latin Lawyer, Former Co-President of Natural Resources 
Committee—International Section of American Bar Association.
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ASSET PORTFOLIO
Drill-Ready Assets in Chile, USA 
and Canada
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NORTH AMERICA
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ASSET PORTFOLIO

Nevada, USA 2,227 Ha (266 
claims)

606,186 Oz @ 
0.62 g/t Au1

1.52 m @ 13.62
95.4 m2 @ 0.81 

g/t AuEq

Option 100%, 3% 
NSR (1.5% buy 

back)

Result 
Interpretation & 

Modelling
Drilling

Oregon, USA 2,313 Ha (299 
claims)

240,000 Oz @ 
1.027 g/t Au1

4.6 m @ 35.60 
71.6 m @ 1.21 

g/t Au

Option 100%, 3% 
NSR (first rights 

on 1%)

Planning 
Maiden Drill 

Program

Exploration 
& Targeting

Ontario, 
Canada 6,868 Ha - 13 g/t Au Rock 

Sample 100%, No NSR
Result 

Interpretation & 
Modelling

Early Stage

LOCATIO
N

LAND PACKAGE

HIST. R
ESOURCE 

SIZE
1

HIG
HLIG

HT RESULT

STATUS

STAGE

IRON BUTTE

HOPE BUTTE

UCHI

DORADO

CORDILLERA

SOUTH AMERICA

Chile 14,770 Ha 452,399 Oz @ 
0.5 g/t Au1

302 m @ 0.71 
g/t Au

100%, 2% NSR 
(1% buy back)

DIA Permitting 
(in progress) Drilling

Chile 2,424 Ha - 23.10 g/t Au 100%, 2% NSR 
(1% buy back)

Permitted for 
Drilling Drilling

1 see slide 3 for disclaimers on historical resources
2 from surface

OW
NERSHIP, N

SR
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE

CAPITAL STRUCTURE
132.5M

Common Shares
48.4M
Warrants

10.7M
Options

33.5%
Management, Board & 

Close Holdings

191.7M
Fully Diluted

Options average strike $0.14
Warrants average strike $0.18

WHY WE LIKE EACH PROPERTY
IRON BUTTE
Excellent jurisdiction for mining, compelling 
historic resource and room for expansion 
confirmed by recent drilling with mineralization 
from at or near surface.

HOPE BUTTE
Our newest acquisition in the portfolio, with a 
history of limited and very shallow drilling, a 
historic resource and average grades of +1 g/t 
Au with thick oxide gold mineralization.

DORADO
District-scale land package located in the 
prolific Maricunga Belt. Step-out drilling and new 
discoveries in our last program continue to grow 
this high potential project.

CORDILLERA
Also located in the Maricunga Belt, this project 
lacks modern exploration. Ready for drilling on 
multiple new zones.

UCHI
With Summer 2022 sample results pending, we 
are advancing Uchi toward drill targets on more 
than 7,000 hectares in the Birch-Uchi district.
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COMPLETED + FUTURE WORK

2021 2022 2023 2024

IRON BUTTE Pre-Drilling Program Drilling Program Plan of Operations Permitting, 
Exploration Drilling under NOI Resource & Metallurgical Drilling

HOPE BUTTE - Property Acquired + Staked Mapping & Sampling, Targeting + 
Scout Drilling under NOI

Plan of Operations Permitting, 
Exploration Drilling

UCHI VTEM Interp./Planning Surface Exploration Program Mapping, Trenching, Test Pits Scout Drilling

DORADO Drill Program (4,255 m) ESG De-risking + DIA Permitting Drilling Lajitas/Lajitas South Resource + Exploration Drilling

CORDILLERA Extensive geochem program RCA Permit Received + Drill Plan Exploration Drilling Permitting, Resource + 
Exploration Drilling

Completed     In Progress     Future

Dorado inaugural programs very successful; total 
+4 km of drilling + 2 new zones discovered

First drill program at Iron Butte completed; 
successful results, new zone

Acquired Hope Butte project; staked 

First field campaign on Uchi in Canada for surface 
exploration (sampling & SGH grid) 

Assays pending on Uchi

2023 and 2024 plans to drill both North & South 
American properties, identify biggest expansion 
opportunities leading to maiden or updated 
resources on Iron Butte and at Lajitas (Dorado). 
Exploration and step-out drilling on Lajitas South 
(Dorado), Hope Butte and Cordillera.
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DORADO
Maricunga, CHILE

12

Scan to view the Dorado details on 
our website
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RESOURCE EXPANSION, NEW DISCOVERY
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DORADO PROJECT

The Dorado Project in Chile represents the largest land package in the Angold 
Portfolio. Home to multiple major mining companies, the Maricunga Belt is 
synonymous with gold mining in Chile. The newly discovered Lajitas South zone 
represents a substantial increase in the size of the porphyry and epithermal 
systems on the property. Dorado is in process for DIA approval which will allow for 
larger, more extensive drilling programs at Lajitas and Lajitas South.

• Maricunga-style gold porphyry & epithermal deposit with potential for expansion

• 2021 Drilling highlight at Lajitas Target 302 m at 0.71 g/t Au

• Significant size and scale with continuous ~1.5 km gold anomalies at surface

• Multiple targets over a 6.5 x 4.5 km area

• Oxide at Lajitas occurs to >300 m (click here for info/news)

• New discovery at Lajitas South

• Drilling pending permit approval (DIA) on new targets at Lajitas South and resource 

development at Lajitas

https://www.angoldresources.com/dorado
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Angold submits DIA 
permitting 
application

OAECA evaluates DIA 
application and 
issues a report

SEA prepares and 
issues a report

SEA performs 
admissibility test + 

admissibility 
resolution granted

Report is evaluated by 
the Executive 

Commissioner 

DIA PERMITTING IN CHILE The Chilean Government has a defined, rigid path for DIA approval 
which, once received, allows Angold to complete larger drill programs 
and further the project at a much faster rate compared to repetitive 
permitting on multiple smaller drill programs.

DIA Permit Received

SEA = Environmental authority in Chile
OAECA = State Administration Bodies with Environmental Competence

Extensive impact 
studies and mapping 

and report 
submission
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ADDRESSING CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM
Investor interest in Chile has fallen 
during the global recession and stock 
market pull back in 2022 amidst a 
constitutional reform.

15

A NOTE ON CHILE

Nationalization is off the table.

Jurisdictional safety will come front 
and centre in the near-future - Chile is 
the #1 jurisdiction for mining & 
exploration in South America.

Royalties and tenure costs will remain 
competitive for international 
investment with 1% flat ad valorem tax 
rate for large copper producers*. No 
change to precious metal producers.

* Extract greater than 50,000 tonnes per year. The ad valorem tax will not be levied if operator margins are negative. Additional royalties would be assessed 
at rates fluctuating from 8% to 26% based on miners' operating margin, rather than being adjusted according to the price of copper as was originally 
proposed. Depreciation, as well as supply and work costs, would be taken into consideration in calculating operating margins.

Source: https://hsfnotes.com/mining/2022/07/14/chiles-copper-royalty-reform/

We are seeing a constitutional reform 
& change to the mineral tenure and 
royalty regime. This will allow junior 
companies to be more competitive in 
Chile
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IRON BUTTE
Nevada, USA

16

Scan to view the Iron Butte details 
on our website
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DRILLING PROGRAM RECENTLY COMPLETED
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Successful 2022 drilling program will drive the next steps for 
resource development. The Iron Butte project contains an historic 
resource of 606,186 oz at 0.62 g/t Au1 with gold bearing structures 
up to 100 m thick.

• 2,227 ha unpatented BLM lode claims
• Low-sulfidation epithermal gold system
• Red Ridge and North Zones (historic resource: 606,186 oz Au1) has 

>1.8 km strike length, good grades/intercept widths
• 2022 drill program completed, assays up to 13.48 g/t Au ending in 

mineralization, Gold-Silver intercepts 95.4 m at 0.81 g/t Aueq 
from surface

• Favorable earn-in terms
• Oxide gold at surface
• Deeper structures identified by geophysics remain to be tested
• See news release (click here)

IRON BUTTE

1 see slide 3 for disclaimers on historical resources

https://www.angoldresources.com/news-archive/angold-announces-iron-butte-drill-results-94-gt-gold
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HOPE BUTTE
Oregon, USA

18

Scan to view the Hope Butte 
details on our website
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RECENT ACQUISITION - PRIMED FOR 2023 EXPLORATION
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The Hope Butte project is an exciting new addition to the Angold 
portfolio. Shallow, historic drilling shows thick, oxide gold mineralization 
with average grades of 1 g/t Au and a mostly-oxide historic resource.

• Large, contiguous claim package, 2,313 Ha.
• Intact, low-sulfidation epithermal gold system
• Mineralization at surface, historic drilling over 104 holes ending in 

mineralization
• Drilling by Chevron Resources in 1989 and Kenai Resources in 2010
• Open to expansion with ~100-152 m historic drilling depth
• Historic intercepts up to 35.6 g/t Au over 4.57 m
• Predominantly oxide historic resource 240,000 oz @ 1.027 g/t Au
• No modern exploration along ~5km of alteration
• Infrastructure nearby
• See news release (click here)

HOPE BUTTE

1 see slide 3 for disclaimers on historical resources

https://www.angoldresources.com/news-archive/angold-enters-into-option-to-acquire-the-hope-butte-gold-project-oregon-usa
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CORDILLERA
Maricunga Belt, CHILE

20

Scan to view the Cordillera details 
on our website
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PROJECT EXPANSION - PERMITTED TO DRILL
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Cordillera, also located in the prolific Maricunga Belt, lacks any modern 
exploration or technology to test its potential. During our last program, 
extensive geophysical work on the project led to the discovery of 
multiple new gold zones. The company has obtained the RCA permit 
allowing for further exploration programs to begin during the next 
season.

• Maricunga-style gold porphyry & epithermal deposit with potential for 
expansion

• High grades of surface mineralization up to 23.10 g/t Au in more than 
five gold-anomalous zones

• Located between Caspiche and Maricunga mines
• 2021 program discovered a new zone with porphyry-style banded 

quartz veining
• Historic small-scale workings attest to high-grade gold
• Historic drilling was shallow (<250m) and incorrectly placed

CORDILLERA

Maricunga Mine**

Caspiche Deposit

3 km

7 km
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UCHI
Ontario, CANADA
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Scan to view the Uchi details on 
our website
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EARLY STAGE - DRILL TARGETING, MULTIPLE OPPORTUNITIES

23

Uchi is located in the Birch-Uchi Greenstone Belt in Ontario, Canada. 
Owning nearly 7,000 hectares of land the project represents an exciting, 
very early stage project within our portfolio. With both VMS-style and 
greenstone gold mineralization, Angold is working toward defining drill 
targets for 2023 and beyond.

• Situated on underexplored Birch-Uchi Greenstone belt, contiguous to 
prolific Red Lake Greenstone belt

• Initial exploration completed 2022 - SGH over high priority VTEM 
targets; assays pending

• Mapping and sampling with 60 prospecting samples taken in 2022
• VMS and Archaean-Greenstone style mineralization recognized
• On trend with South Bay and Uchi historic mines
• Next steps: property-wide mapping, trenching or test pits
• Surface samples up to 13 g/t Au

UCHI
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Qualified Person
Kenneth Coleman, CPG., a 

Qualified Person in accordance 
with National Instrument 43-

101, is responsible for 
supervising the exploration 
programs at the Company’s 

projects 
and has reviewed and approved 

the technical information 
contained in this presentation

investors@angoldresources.com  |  +1-855-917-4091
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